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Questions

• How can I tell if one search engine is better than another?

• What does “better” mean?

• Better for what purpose?  For who?  When?  How much 
better?

• How can I measure it?

• Can I measure some other search engine later, and 
compare it with what I measured before?
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Precision and Recall

Looking at the set of documents retrieved...

• Precision: how many of the answers are right?
(how many of the documents are relevant?)

• Recall: how many of the right answers did I find?
(how many of the relevant documents did I find?)



Measuring a ranked list

• Assume that the searcher looks at the 
hits in the ranked list in order.

• How good is the ranked list?

• Average precision: compute the 
precision at each rank that a relevant 
document is found.

• normalize by the number of relevant 
documents.
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Recall-precision curves

• Plot precision at fixed recall 
points

• (10% recall, 20%, ..., 100%)

• Precision values are 
interpolated so that curve is 
nonincreasing:

• Avg. precision is the area 
under the curve.

prec(rn) = max(prec(rn+1))
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What were we looking for?

• Precision and recall measure a set of search results.

• Average precision and RP curves measure a ranked list.

• What were we trying to find, again?

• A known item?  A homepage?

• A few answers? All the answers?

• A survey of the information?  A bio?

• We can’t decide what to measure until we know what the 
task was.



Tasks and measures

• Known item search, homepage search

• mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of first relevant document

• success at rank N

• A few answers: precision at low recall (or early rank)

• All the answers: precision at high recall, average precision

• A survey: aspect recall?



Are all documents equal?

• Some documents are more useful than others.

• A “highly relevant” document might capture most of 
what I need to know.

• A good summary can tell me what else I should read.

• One document can save me from reading all the others.

• There are measures for “degrees” of relevance.

• But dependencies and more sophisticated navigation of a 
ranked list is harder to measure.



“It’s only a model”

• So far, we have a simple model for evaluation:

• information need gets articulated as a query

• the query yields a ranked list

• which we read in order

• noting what’s relevant and what’s not

• until we’ve read them all

• We can look at some variations in task with measures of 
the ranked list.

• But this model can’t capture everything.

• Complex interactions and models of relevance are hard to 
make fit.



Multiple queries

• So far, we’ve only considered a single need and query.

• Commercial search engines see millions of queries per day.

“britney spears” your query
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Test collections

• An IR test collection includes

• a set of documents (e.g. LTDL),

• a set of search needs (“topics”),

• a mapping of which documents are relevant to which 
needs (“relevance judgments”, or “qrels”).

• A test collection provides a reusable framework for 
conducting repeatable experiments.



How to build a test collection

• Documents: crawl the web, get news articles, sue 
somebody

• Needs: can be internal or external

• internal needs come from real users or query logs.

• external needs are composed based on the data and 
world knowledge.

• some minimal number of needs/topics are required.

• Relevance judgments can be

• complete

• pooled

• sampled



Example: TREC 8 Adhoc

• Documents: 500k newswire documents (~2GB).

• Needs/topics: NIST assessors search the collection and 
created 50 topics on various subjects.

• More than 80,000 documents were pooled from 71 search 
engine outputs from dozens of research teams.  These were 
judged by the NIST assessors.



Example: CERC

• CERC: CSIRO Enterprise Research Collection

• (CSIRO is Australia’s national science agency)

• Documents: a crawl of the public-facing csiro.au web

• Two sets of needs/topics, from two internal sources

1. Science communicators (they write the web pages)

2. CSIRO Enquiries (they answer “contact us” emails)

• Tasks: document search and expert finding

• Relevance judgments collected from CSIRO employees as 
well as TREC participants



Pooling

• (Sparck Jones and van Rijsbergen, 1975)

• Get a bunch of different people to search using different 
search engines.

• Combine their top N results for each need.

• Only judge those documents.



Pooling

• Pooled relevance judgments let us measure

• precision up to rank N exactly

• mean reciprocal rank (usually)

• an estimate of the number of relevant documents, with 
which we can compute average precision



How good is pooling?

• The quality of the pools depends on a lot of factors:

• how hard is the task?

• how good are the systems?

• how deep are the pools?

• how big is the collection?

Relevant Not relevant Unknown



TREC

• Text REtrieval Conference (1991 - now)

• Sponsored by NIST and *ARPA

• Goals

1. To promote IR research based on large test collections.

2. To provide a forum to share results and ideas.

3. To bridge academia, government, and industry.

4. To develop IR evaluation methodology.

• TREC was the first attempt to build test collections using 
the pooling approach.



Scaling up test collections

• Originally, we thought that test collections needed to have 
complete relevance judgments.

• The early collections (60s-80s) were build this way.

• Complete judgments scales to a few thousand documents 
with a few tens or hundreds of topics.

• Pooling seems to scale into the (low) millions of documents 
(task: adhoc search in newswire and web pages).

• Beyond that point, some evidence seems to show that 
relevance judgments can be biased to the pool runs.



Example: TREC Terabyte Collections

• The TREC terabyte track was an effort to scale the TREC 
methodology up to much larger collections.

• (and then see what broke)

• Documents: a crawl of .gov websites (426GB, 26m docs)

• Needs: NIST assessors searched the collection to create 50 
topics on a variety of subjects.

• Relevance judgments were pooled from search results 
obtained from 10-20 academic and industry participants in 
TREC.

• Around 50,000 documents were judged (compared to 80k 
in TREC 8 adhoc)



Sampling

• Pooling makes us judge more than we really need to in the 
smaller collections.

• Pooling may give biased estimates of recall and AP in larger 
collections.

• Current research is in using sampling.

• uniform sampling (requires too large a sample)

• stratified sampling (pooling is one case)

• measure-optimized sampling (to estimate AP)

• comparison-optimized sampling (to rank systems)



Example: TREC MQ 2007

• The million query track’s goal is to try to build test 
collections with many queries and few relevance judgments.

• Collection: same as the Terabyte collection.
(26 million documents, 426GB)

• Queries were chosen at random from a large query log, 
and then interpreted into topics.

• Each query/topic got from 8-128 relevance judgments

• documents selected by one of two sampling strategies

• More than 1600 queries were interpreted and judged.


